The National School of Engineers in Sfax (ENIS),
IEEE CIS Tunisia Chapter,
Research Group on Intelligent Machines (ReGIM),
and Scientific Association for Research and Technological Innovation Support (ASARIT),

are inviting all interested IEEE members, students, and non members
to an Evening Conference on

A Dialog about the Brain Intelligence

by Prof. Habib Ben Mahmoud

- Professor on Engineering Science from Damascus University since 1970
- Past President of the Young and Science Club
- Past President of Islamic Studies Association
- Have many research on Brain and Scientific Interpretation of the Koran

Date: Tuesday, March 24, 2009
Time: 9:00 pm - 11:00 pm
Place: Mercure Diar El Andalous 5* Hotel,
Port El Kantaoui, Sousse – Tunisia

Free registration

EVENING CONFERENCE!